This paper is a continuation of a previous article (part II).1 Our object here, and in part IV (in preparation), is to illustrate, by explicit numerical calculation, two rather different aspects of the problem under discussion. In the present article, we will consider the rate of-spontaneous fluctuation in the length of a myosin cross-bridge, assuming that it must stretch by an a -, (or helixextended coil) transformation before it can attach to an actin site and exert a positive (pulling) force on the actin filament. This involves a calculation of the "mean time to absorption" (or "mean first passage time") in a one-dimensional random-walk process. In part IV, we will make two calculations (two-step and three-step) of force-velocity curves, according to the procedure of A. F. Huxley,2 though our choices of rate constants' are very different from his.
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Since the actual biochemical mechanisms involved in muscular contraction
are not yet known with any certainty, our calculations are designed to be illustrative only. Hence, we do not attempt to push these calculations very far. Model for Rate of Myosin-Actin Attachment.-We are concerned in the present paper with an examination of the rate constant1' 2 f(x) for the attachment of a myosin cross-bridge to an actin site. We are interested both in the magnitude of f(x) and in its functional dependence. For this purpose we adopt, rather arbitrarily, a convenient explicit model. However, the main principle involved (the relationship between the rate constant and the kinetics of fluctuations in configuration) would For a free (unattached to actin) cross-bridge, let N be the number of short units, each with partition function qa, and let B -N be the number of long units, each with partition function qu. The partition function for the whole crossbridge is then
But N fluctuates, and the probability at equilibrium of observing a particular N is
If we denote the mean value of N by N, it is easy to see that N/(B -N) = 2a/22= K,
where K is the "equilibrium constant."
By simply exchanging the meaning (short, long) of a and (3 units, we could convert our primary emphasis on stretching (and pulling) to an emphasis on compression (and pushing).
For a given value of x ( Fig. 1 ; see also ref. 1, Fig. 4 ), let n be the value of N required in order for the cross-bridge to be just long enough to reach and attach to the actin site. Note that the length increases as N decreases. The length of the attached cross-bridge is linearly related to n and also has a simple geometrical connection with x, but we shall not use these elementary formulas explicitly. Cross Let t = 0 be the time at which the free cross-bridge attains the biochemical state (e.g., TM in Fig. 3 Still, if the attachment of the cross-bridge to the actin site is to be approximated as a first-order reaction (as in parts II and IV), thenf(n) = 1/X-(n) is probably the most appropriate choice' for the rate constant of the complete process (another choice' is the lowest eigenvalue of the transition matrix). Let the rate constant for any one short unit long unit be ,u. Then necessarily, because of detailed balance at equilibrium, the rate constant for any one long unit --short unit is ,uK. These are the two elementary processes involved in the random walk. Figure 2 shows corresponding composite rate constants for the whole cross-bridge for values of N in the neighborhood of n. Given the rate constants in Figure 2 , which govern the random walk on the integers N, the mathematical problem that confronts us is to calculate W(No,n) and then cl)(n). Although the basic transition short -* long (involving hydrogen bond breakage), with rate constant I,, is undoubtedly relatively fast as biochemical processes go,6 it would still be possible for 1/X-(n) to turn out to be so much smaller than jA (or W-(n) to be so much larger than 1/,u) as to represent an impractically slow step. Fortunately, for reasonable choices of parameters, this does not prove to be the case. In this connection we shall assume that a mean absorption time of 10/M, or even 100/it, is biochemically realistic.
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For negative values of i, by symmetry,
1_M_1A_-2 W2 =W-1 + -+ + . and so on.
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We have noticed a useful way to rewrite these equations in terms of the corresponding equilibrium distribution. As far as we are aware, this feature is new. At equilibrium, because of detailed balance, we have pjX1 = P21M2, p2X2 = pA3., and so forth, where p, is the equilibrium probability of state i (equation (2) is an example For negative values of i, )-1= X 11, P-i P-' + P-2+
(12)
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We see from equation (10) that if the equilibrium probability distribution over i = 1, 2, 3,... is known (this may be available from equilibrium statistical mechanics, in the absence of knowledge of the transition probabilities), as well as the single rate constant iA, then co, may be calculated. To find w2, we need in addition M2; and so on. In fact, 1/W is precisely the rate constant (for absorption at i = 0) predicted by the usual equilibrium rate theory for a system restricted to positive values of i, and which starts with an equilibrium distribution at t = 0. On this theory, state i = 1 is the "activated complex," i = 0 is the "product," and equilibrium between i = 1, 2, 3, is assumed to be maintained, as an approximation, as time passes. In other words, cW is an approximation to X-for a system with positive i only. However, the correct value of CX is o= (W1p1/f+) + (W2p2/f+) + (f+ =PI + P2 + *)
(pi/f) +M (P2/f+) + (P/f+)
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If the probabilities for i = 1, 2, ** are normalized to unity, then f+ = 1. The first term in equation (15) 
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AmPm Therefore, the total mean time wr may be regarded as a sum of successive nearestneighbor mean times (or a sum of successive applications of equilibrium rate theory; see above). That is, the last term in equation (19) is the mean time, starting at m, for absorption at m -1; the next-to-last term is the mean time, starting at m -1, for absorption at m -2; and so on.
Application to a -(3 Cross-Bridge Model.-We have applied equations (4) through (8), and equation (16), by use of a computer, to the model introduced in the first section and in Figure 2 . We will present here a sample of the results. The successive increments in these curves, for |ANol = 1, moving in either direction away from n = 8, may be interpreted as in equation (19). The curves on the left of n = 8 are lower because there are relatively large rate constants in this region (N < n) associated with transitions that increase N (see Fig. 2 ). The plateau evident in the K = 1, B = 40 case is a common occurrence. Its physical significance is that if the system starts anywhere in the interval, say 13 < No < 40, it is almost certain to become trapped in this interval for the same long average time (about 650/,u), including "unsuccessful" excursions into 9 < N < 12, before finally escaping to absorption at n = 8.
Of more practical interest for present purposes are values of M&u(n), obtained by averaging as in equation (16), using equation (2) . Table 1 Table 2 . These two tables suffice to show both that reasonable rate constants and impracticably small rate constants are easily achievable for this model. Tables 1 and 2 fail, however, to demonstrate the most significant point: ,uw is very nearly a function of K and A/a only, and not of B, for B not too small, where A = n -N and ar is the standard deviation of the initial distribution,
To see this, let us first investigate the limit B -a co and derive an asymptotic formula for ;co. In this limit, we can: (1) use a Gaussian distribution, with parameters N and a, for the p, and p,' in equation (17); (2) 
where p(s) =fI, eZ2/2 (fIZ e-"'2 dy)2 dZ + f' ez2/2(fJ e-2/2 dy)2 dz. (22) Thus, when B is large, juco is a function of K and A/c only. Since the rate constant f = 1/cw, we have f//A = (Jc)-, as given by equation (21). The solid curve in Figure 5 is a plot of the function 2(27r)"'/2S(Aa/a). This is just f/su for K = 1; for any other K, it is 2(f//A)/(1 + K). It should be noted in Figure   5 that (for K = 1) gw-< 100 or (,j)-I > 0.01 in the range IA/o-l < 3.30. Hence, Figure 5 is the equi- the sharper peak in the center. An implication of this for the first of equations (13), reference 1, is the following: if, as a good approximation, we take the two curves in Figure 5 to be identical except for the central peaks, then the reverse rate constant f' (see ref. 1, Fig. 3 ) is constant except in the center, where it too has a peak. This follows because ordinarily we would take QTMA to be proportional to the same equilibrium Gaussian function used above.
The points included in Figure 5 for B = 20 and B = 40 represent exact values of 2 (ic)-/( 1 + K). These points show that the asymptotic formula, equation (21), is quite accurate even for rather small values of B. Table 3 presents a more quantitative illustration of this feature. Quadratic interpolation on log ,uco was employed for B = 20 and 30. The B = co value is from equation (21).
Incidentally, for any linear nearest-neighbor transition system whose size is a variable parameter (as B is here), and which approaches equilibrium at t = c, the generalization of equation (21) is co= u2o(A/a)/(27r)'/ X(N) (23) where ,1(NV) is the rate constant for a nearest-neighbor transition, in either direction, at the equilibrium mean value of the random-walk integer N. This result, which is asymptotic (B large) but exact, resembles (approximate) equilibrium rate theory in that it is dependent on an equilibrium probability distribution and on only a single transition probability.
Desirability of Small Cross-Bridges.-We have seen above (Fig. 5 ) that fluctuations in the configuration of a cross-bridge that occur at a significant rate are those of order a-in magnitude, irrespective of B. Let us examine the implications of this for the amount of force a single cross-bridge can generate.
For the purposes of this argument, let a be the standard deviation of the equilibrium distribution in the length of the cross-bridge. Then a = O(B1-21),
where 1 is of the order of the length of a single unit (say 5-10 A). The equilibrium probability distribution has the form9 p(A) , e-'2/22ff = e-7 'y2/2k T
where A is the deviation from the mean length, and oy' is the force constant.'0 Thus, y' = kT/lr2. But, since a typical fluctuation leading to cross-bridge attachment is of order a, the force exerted by the cross-bridge after attachment is of order Ey'. Hence, force = O(kT/Ua) = 0(kT/B'/21).
Thus, the force exerted per cross-bridge is larger for small cross-bridges. In addition, of course, small cross-bridges have the obvious advantage that a given amount of cross-bridge material will make a larger number of small cross-bridges. In fact, the total force that can be exerted by a given amount of cross-bridge material is proportional to B-1'. Experimentally, the average force that must be supported by a cross-bridge in a typical isometric contraction is about 2 X 10-7 erg cm-'. In equation (25), kT/5 A = 8 X 10-7 erg cm-'. Hence, with B = 0 (20), equation (25) is reasonable as to order of magnitude.
Summary.-A simple linear elastic a -, rod is adopted arbitrarily as an explicit model for a myosin cross-bridge. A stochastic analysis of fluctuations in the length of such a system leads to the conclusion that the rate of attachment of a cross-bridge to an actin site is biochemically realistic. An asymptotic formula for the rate constant proves to be accurate and useful.
